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suppressed immune system. It was found in the
Turkish studies that the 22-57% of pediatric hospitalized cases developed in children with suppressed
immunity (4, 5). With a single dose in the USA, the
disease prevalence dropped 57-90%, hospitalizations
75-88% and mortality 74% (6, 7); in other words,
there may still be 10-43% disease, 12-25% hospitalization and <21% mortality risk in the USA. Ultimately,
according to these data, although there occurs a
great deal of decrease in the disease load through the
single dose vaccine-related protection, the proposal
of two doses of the vaccine was brought to the agenda in the USA, as Mr. Kurugöl stated, since there was
a serious varicella-related disease load. Within this
framework, we are of the opinion that single dose
vaccine will significantly reduce disease cases and
the nationwide varicella disease load; but, since it will
not stop the virus circulation, some noticeable infections may develop especially in risky cases and adults
in whom vaccine-related immunity drops. Even though high vaccination rates (85-90% and above) could
reduce disease shift towards elder children and adults
(3) a varicella infection that may develop in a vaccinated person or varicella-related hospitalization may
seriously damage the confidence of the public in the
vaccine and this negative psychology might impact
other vaccines as well. The fact that varicella vaccine
is a live viral one and more sensitive against other
vaccines may be another factor contributing to this
failure. Therefore, provided that logistic and economic
support is supplied, we are of the opinion that recommendation of varicella vaccine as two doses just like
MMR vaccine will be beneficial and necessary.
4. We agree with Mr. Kurugül’s opinion that paracetamol
should not be routinely given in order to reduce the side
effects of the vaccine. In fact, given the antifebrile pathogenic mechanisms of paracetamol, it is clear that it is
not in a path in which cellular immunity (B and T cellrelated immunity) will be affected. Besides, there is no
reliable evidence that paracetamol impacts the vaccine
response or the responses of other immunities. In this
framework, since the vaccines used in the routine vaccine calendar understate the side effects fever and
pains to benefit from paracetamol, we share the opinion
that there is no need to routinely use paracetamol.
5. As is commonly known, Advisory Committee on
Immunization Practices (ACIP) in the USA does not
recommend the diphtheria toxin conjugated MW4
vaccine since it may affect the protection level of the
PW7 vaccine between 9-23 months in the presence of
any risk group member (such as crescent-cell anemia
or anatomic asplenia), the lack of data regarding its
clinical significance and pneumococcal disease has
greater risk than meningococcal disease among these
risk groups (8). As is again commonly known, MW4
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vaccine is still not recommended in the USA except
the healthy adolescent non-risk group children (It should also be remembered that there may be different
vaccine schemas in line with the rational and scientific
assessment of all the epidemiologic data of the countries). With the recommendation of Mr. Kurugöl, it will
be useful to clearly add the two risk groups in question into the specified segment.
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RSV Pneumonia in the Pediatric Intensive
Care Unit
Dear Editor,
I read the article titled “RSV Pneumonia in Pediatric
Intensive Care Unit” written by Ganime Ayar et al. published in the first issue of 2014 with great interest (1). This
was a well-prepared article examining and assessing the
clinical processes of patients monitored with the diagno-
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sis of RSV pneumonia at the 3rd Step Intensive Care
Unit. 12 patients half of whom were under 2 years old
and under were examined retrospectively during the
months of November-March during which RSV infections
were condense. However, as the authors themselves
indicated, it is an undeniable reality that it will make a
contribution to the national scientific literature if it is supported by new prospective studies with more subject
cases. In our retrospective study in 2009 with a similar
seasonal period, clinical and laboratory features of children under 2 diagnosed with lower respiratory tract infection and nasopharyngeal wipe sample analyzed for RSV
antigen were investigated (2). Of 79 patients whose
nasopharyngeal wipe samples were analyzed for RSV
antigen, 6 were monitored with the diagnosis of
pneumonia+bronchiolitis, 73 bronchiolitis, and it was
found that 16 (20%) of these patients were RSV antigen
positive. Four of the RSV positive patients (all under 3
months) were hospitalized in the intensive care unit since
they needed ventilatory support. In their study in which
Topçuoğlu et al. investigated viral factors in 77 rustling
children aged under 5, it was found that RSV prevalence
was 43% (3). In the study group, intensive care unit need
or period of 40 hospitalized and monitored patients were
no specified. RSV positivity in in respiratory tract infections in studies done in Turkey was reported to be 11-50%
(4). Detection of antigen in nasopharyngeal secretion is a
recommended diagnosis method. In serologic tests
(ELISA IgM and IgG), it is the case that the rate of negativity of the quick antigen test performed with EIA is hig-
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her than the test performed by nasopharyngeal secretion.
Viral culture is not practical since it requires more time
and equipment (5). Since RSV infection prevails severely
in infants and especially risky patients, early onset of
early diagnosis and supportive therapy will greatly minimize inappropriate antibiotic use and intensive care
transfer period.
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